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UNITY

        Art, culture and creativity have the power to help build vi-
brant, resilient and inclusive neighborhoods and cities. Artsc-
pae is committed to building a world that engages art, culture 
and creativity as catalysts for community, vibrancy, sustainabil-
ity and inclusiveness. The objective of this project is to create 
spaces for artist to live and work, as well as to display their art, 
which will be located at 1056 Queen Street West; this street is 
influenced with a mainstream culture of art.  In order to create 
maximum potential wealth and livability in the city, artists and 
cultural organizations must have affordable quality space in or-
der for artists to live and to create.

         Our concept is called Unity. The word Unity means, being 
together or being united as a whole by helping and supporting 
each other in adverse circumstances. The concept serves the 
purpose of our design, as Artscape’s initiative is to create cul-
tural hubs and artist live/work studios across Toronto, as well 
as to bring together a group of creative people in facilities that 
generate positive cultural, social, economic and environmental 
benefits for the entire community. Their commitment is to help 
build a collaboration between thriving artists and thriving com-
munities, uniting them together, because staying united is the 
key to building a strong community.

          Aside from Unity being a whole, Unity is also a principle 
in art that refers to a set of compositional strategies used by an 
artist to make parts of a painting work together, it can also apply 
to elements of a piece of work that could contain other forms 
of expression. The purpose of this building is to house and hold 
workspaces for artists with various artistic talents, giving them 
the space they need for their work and for them to live. They 
make a big part of a whole picture, as they create a safe haven 
for a thriving community, creating tiny moments of connection 
that turn strangers into neighbors, because of unity. 

DESIGN CONCEPT

Made for :  Artscape
Year :  2019
Concept :  Unity
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ANALYSIS & PROBLEM DEFINITION
            Queen Street is an abundant street, filled with the lively hood of Toronto, frequently 
visited by tourists and locals alike. It is aligned with trendy shops, restaurants as well as its 
art and design districts that includes small galleries.  In order to keep the vibrancy of the local 
neighborhood, we propose to develop the park across the street from our site. Trees, and other 
plants will be added to the park, as well as benches, chairs and tables for the public to use, the 
park will serve as a public realm towards our building. The café and gallery are located on the 
ground floor along Queen street allows for easy access of passerby’s and citizens coming from 
the park to enter our building, as the entrance serves to provide a focal point for visitors and to 
welcome them inside our building. 
         
             Along Queen Street and the park, there will be concrete barriers that artist are able to 
paint graffiti on, to express their art, these concrete barriers are implemented around the park, 
to add vitality to the neighborhood. As for transportation, our building will have underground 
parking for the residents and for visitors. Public transportation is provided along Queen, by bus 
and by streetcar. The sun path is directed towards the Southside of the building, giving natural 
light towards the café, gallery and residential spaces facing the south. 

        Altogether, for the consistency of a vibrant and busy neighborhood, we propose our public 
realm as the park, to provide the public street right of way for circulation through the com-
munity, it accommodates, pedestrians, bicycles, and buses. Our public realm also plays an 
important role as a public open space that allows for landscaping within the developing area 
of Queen Street, and serves as the “living room” for community life where people meet and 
interact. As for Unity, it serves as a visual element that allows the community to interact, and is 
critical in establishing the community’s identity and overall character. 

       Recognizing that Queen Street West as an evolving district, the City has rec-
ognized it is potential to grow and manage change, while embracing its heritage 
character that it is recognized for. Our design intent was to keep its heritage by us-
ing similar materials within its surrounding buildings. The Unity serves Artscape and 
Queen Street West as it allows for residential space for the residents and an interac-
tive space for the surrounding community. The design displays a stepped building, 
brought together by one stem that houses our core, since this building will be the 
main core for the community and artists to thrive together as a whole.

      The Building design creates balance within its tenants and visitors. The location 
of the public and private spaces are separated, in order to keep tenants their privacy 
away from the community, the placements of the spaces differ from each level, to 
provide for the livability, workability, and interactions of the tenants and citizens. 
Keeping our focus to design for Artscape’s needs for spaces for live and work for their 
artist, as well, as Queen Streets demand of public realms for public interactions. Uni-
ty will serve to protect the character and stability of its existing adjacent neighbor-
hoods, while allowing interaction of its community

FORMAL ORGANIZATION & DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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ONTARIO BUILDING CODE
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SITE PLAN
Site Plan Legend

The site plan displays the proposed park across Queen Street as part of Unity’s public Realm. The park plays a critical role in Queen Streets character and function, as it allows 
public street right of ways for circulation within and through the community to accommodate pedestrians, bicycles, and buses. Green streets implemented in the park provide 
linkage between open space resources that provide safe pedestrian and bicycle connection to areas. The park will be the heart of the community as a public open space that allows 
for light, landscaping and public interaction within the people of the community. As for the building, it will aid as a visual element from the park that houses an easy access for a 
café and art gallery that the community can access. Planter boxes around the site are filled with trees and flowers to provide for a planting area and public seating will be included 
along our site.

Entry Parking Entry
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
Area :  826 sqm

Structural Plan
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Presentation Floor Plan
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
Area :  823 sqm

Structural Plan 12



Presentation Floor Plan12 13



THIRD FLOOR PLAN 
Area :  736 sqm

Structural Plan 14



Presentation Floor Plan14 15



FOURTH FLOOR PLAN 
Area : 563 sqm

Structural Plan
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Presentation Floor Plan
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FIFTH FLOOR PLAN 
Area :  447 sqm

Structural Plan
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Presentation Floor Plan
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SIXTH FLOOR PLAN 
Area :  344 sqm

Structural Plan
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Presentation Floor Plan
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This one-bedroom unit is located on the fifth 
floor of the building. The unit includes the 
following: bedroom with a walk-in closet, 
a 3-piece bathroom, a living room that can 

UNIT DESIGN AND INTERIOR SPACES
Area of Unit :  74 sqm

Number of Bedrooms : 1
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WALL SECTION
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STRUCTURAL 3D
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SUN STUDY
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SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: WATER

   Bioswales are linear, vegetated ditches that allows stormwater to be 
collected, transported, as well as helping with filtration and infiltration. 
Bioswales is also referred to as “grass swales,” “vegetated swales,” or “filter 
strips.” When a bioswales is used, water run offs do not travel to the tradi-
tional storm gutter, or to a storm sewer drain, which essentially allows the 
bioswale to be a natural gutter. With that being said, since the bioswales 
act as a gutter, the trenches are best to be situated along roadsides, or 
parking lots. The main benefit of bioswales are the treatment of stormwa-
ter quality and added vegetation. In addition, the added vegetation can be 
considered to provide habitat for wildlife species. In conclusion, utilizing 
bioswales further enhance the appearance visually by replacing the use of 
the traditional gutter.

Bioswales

Greywater System

 

      Greywater is water that is gently used water that comes from sinks, 
showers, tubs, and washing machines. Although greywater may contain 
traces of dirt, food, grease, hair, and certain household cleaning 
products, greywater does not include water that has come in contact 
with feces.With that being said, although the water may look “dirty,” it 
is safe and in fact beneficial to use greywater for a source of irrigation 
water for vegetation. The use of the greywater system allows for reducing 
the amount of water and therefore reducing the hydro bill. In addition, 
reusing the greywater will reduce the amount of water that is put into the 
sewer system, and therefore reduces the chances of polluting the bodies 
of local water. When a greywater system is in place, it allows for a simple 
change that allows one to reduce the use of potable water consumption 
for toilets and gardens. 
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Low Flow Toilets

SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: ENERGY

       Low flow toilets are known to be high efficiency toilets that are proven 
to reduce the amount of water used. Low flow toilets are designed to have 
a smaller tank while having a greater efficiency of water in comparison to 
the traditional toilets. A traditional toilet uses an average of 12.8 litres per 
flush whereas the leading low flow toilet only uses 6.0 litres of water per 
flush. Therefore the amount of money spent on water will be reduced
 significantly. In addition to reducing costs on water, the amount of 
potable water used is also reduced. Therefore there is more potable water 
available within the local region, and encourages the conservation of 
water.
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SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: ENERGY

      Solar Panels are one of the most popular methods for energy savings and 
renewable sources. According to Leed point, Unity would provide shade from 
structures, and green roof which covered by solar panels. Photovoltaics solar
 panel combine with green roof creates power that reducing further cost in energy 
for building. In addition, green roof improve PV efficiency. “Research specific to the 
Toronto region calculates energy savings resulting from green roof installation as 
equal to 6.52 kWh/m2/year. [5] By pairing photovoltaics with living components 
that lower ambient air temperature, building owners can achieve higher outputs 
from PV efficiencies and reduce energy demand within the building. Thus,
 integrated systems generate savings in a variety of ways.” (Integrating Green Roof 
and Photovoltaic Systems: Ginkgo Sustainability: Green Roofs & Living Walls,2019)

Solar Panels

High Efficiency Appliances

     In terms of reducing cost of energy, installation of high energy efficient applian
ces. Energy efficient like lowering temperature, energy consumption and
 longevity in lifespan could be factors driving an appliance to better operation 
and higher results. Energy saving light bulbs, boosting water heaters and solar 
capabilities. To achieve the Leed point for Unity building, fixtures, fittings and 
appliances following the current baseline as listed on the chart. 

The common practice energy savings in building is finding products meeting 
ENERGY STAR points. (Energy benchmarking for commercial office buildings, 
2019). Both Leed Standard and Energy Star requirements would be used in the  
sustainable building guideline practices for Unity building.
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Motion Sensor Lights

        The aspect that can be made more efficient in building is room lighting. 
The use of public facilities such as toilets, enclosed corridors, public rooms 
will installed by automatic switch which detects the presence of human in
 particular room. Motion detectors used to detect heat radiant from human
 temperature and thermal radiant from human movement to send a signal 
to turn on and off lighting. In reference to Leed, points could essentially be 
earned by “ Tenant Design and Construction Guidelines” which looks at 
optimizing energy performance and lighting controls. “Light pollution 
reduction” is set to prevent night time issues. 

SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: ENERGY
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SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: MATERIALS

 Queen Street contains rows of red brick buildings, which are mostly historical Victorian commercial architecture. Which is why we have maintained this 
material in our building. Red brick is a commonly popular cladding material, and it is a readily available material. Aside from its productivity, red brick has 
excellent heat retardation properties, and it is a very durable material, it can survive for many years, and does not need any painting or other treatments, 
which is why it is located on the first two floors of our building. In addition to the red brick, we also wanted to choose a dark grey brick material found on 
the third and fourth floor exterior cladding. With grey brick having the same structural properties of red brick, it was chosen to add a contemporary look to 
the building; it adds a modern touch and a striking overall effect. B

A company named Gamle Mursten removes waste from the natural environment, they ensure that building waste can be recycled. Old bricks are cleaned 
and sorted manually for projects that want to minimize impact of CO2 emissions on the environment, and reuse it for future projects.

Brick

Aluminum Panel

    Aluminum has excellent thermal conductivity, and it is molded into any form. The 
panels are very durable, flexible and strong. They are weather resistant, and are
 available in a variety of textures, colours and metallic coatings. This material is applied 
to ventilated and or airtight building facades, not only that, but it also in compliance 
with the Building Code, due to it being weathered resistant, especially during the harsh 
winter. The aluminum panels is the cladding material applied to the fifth and sixth floor 
of our building, as it is a lightweight material, it adds a modern look to our building.

   The company Alpolic produces sustainable metal panels,by reclaiming production 
waste for reusing and recycling metal composites. Alpolic accepts used materials and 
separates them to send to appropriate industry recycling streams, with nearly 100% 
recyclable materials, and strive to reduce energy consumption and environmental
 impact with their production. 
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Wood Slat

SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH: MATERIALS

       Found on the West side are wood façade panels, they are very attractive, and adds 
a natural and warm tone to our building. Wood is a strong lightweight material; it offers 
a protective and decorative design function and is a renewable resource. Although it 
is hidden from the Front face of our building, when people come from the West side of 
the building it acts as a hidden gem, and surprises those who have no view of it at first. 
We have added it to our building because it adds a touch of aesthetics.
           
     Sustainable wood slats are destined to be the leading figures in the new, more 
environmentally friendly, architecture and the resources it offers. This new green 
architecture, sustainable architecture  or eco-friendly architecture  is one that takes 
into account the use of resources (energy, natural resources, …), the environmental 
impact (both in use and in production) and the specific risks for the safety of people. 
Sustainable wood slats, help reduce the environmental impact of a building. Wood has 
a place of honour between warm materials which are used to cover walls, the warmth 
of the materials are optimum in big spaces where large numbers of individuals gather. 

         Wood is the material with the least environmental impact in its production and life 
cycle. And it is also easily recyclable. But, in addition, sustainable wood panels  like the 
ones manufactured by Spigogroup have PEFC and FSC certifications. They hold 
certifications that guarantee the wood used comes from sustainably managed forests 
and that the wood panel has also been prepared by a manufacturer who guarantees 
that a PEFC or FSC chain of custody system is maintained right through to the end 
product.
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RENDER OF CAFE

INTERIOR RENDERS 

Cafe

  Artscape stands for inclusivity within the community, 
therefore the Unity includes spaces for the public to 
access that is found on the first and second floor of the 
building. The public spaces includes a cafe, as well as 
the two storey art gallery, where the residential artists 
are able to showcase their  art work, and hold different 
venues.

  Aside from the public space, we also have provided a 
private work space for all the tenants, which will be the 
communal space found on the sixth floor. The space will 
be an open space with a lounge, conference roooms, 
and abundant workspace for the artists.
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Art Gallery 

Communal Space
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EXTERIOR RENDERS
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EXTERIOR RENDERS - VIEW FROM THE PARK
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